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Cadmi urn, lVIagnesin rn, Calcium and Mel'cul'y. Moreover the prin
ciple of combination appears to point here to summational and 
differential vibl'ations of the intensest (fiTst) lines of the already known 
series, sa that we can account fol' the new lines witllO~tt ma1cin,q 
1Me of a spect1'al fOl'mula. In PASCHEN'S recent paper on the systems 
of series in Ihe spectra of Zinc, Cadmium and Mercury it is parti
cularly the vel'y intense lines Zn 2138,6, Cd 2288,1 and Hg 1849, 
which occur in combinations ; they must be considel'ed as fil'st 1ine 
of a prinçipal sel'Ïes, Iying in the ultra-violet. This principal series 
is indicated 1) by 1,5 S-mP, a second subordinate series being 
indicated by 2 P--m8. The series 2,5 S-mPis a differential vibl'ation 
of. tlle lines of the principal series with the jirst line of the 2nt1 S.8 .. 

2,5 S-mP = 1(1,5 S-rnP) - (1,5 S-2P)\ - (2P-2,5 5) 
= mth line P.S. _l st 1ine P.S. - 1st 1ine 1I S.S. = 

= mth line D.S. - 1st 1ine II S.S. 

In this I have called 1 sl line II S.S. (m, = 2,5), w hat is con
sidered the 2ncl 1ine by RITZ. 

Mathematics. - "On the conoicls belonging to an arbitrary sU1jace." 
By Prof. HK. DE VRIES. (1~t part). 

§ 1. Amon~ the examples current in Descl'iptive Geometry of 
non-developable scrolIs we meet the so-called 1'(qht sphere conoicls, 
formed by all the lines which intersect a given direcLrix, run parallel 
LO a plane pel'pendicular on that directl'ix, aud touch a. given sphere; 
it is a surface of Ol'deL four, which has the given directrix as well 
as the line at infinity of the dlrectOL' plane as nodal lines, and the 
points of intersection' of these two stl'aig'ht 1ines with the sphere 
as cuspidal points; the generatrices passing through.these points coincide 
namely in so-called tOl'sal 1ines, dlstinguished fl'om the othel' generd
trices on account of the tangential planes coinricting in all their points. 

If we substitnte fol' the sphel'e an al'bitrary surface of order 12, 

. then the rig~t conoid appears belonging to (his al'bitl'al'y sUl'face, 
which conoid seen fl'om a mathematical point of view does Ilot diffel' 
from the scroll fOl'med by all the 1ines intel'secting two al'bitl'al'y 
directrÎees 1'], 1'2' crossing each other, and tOllching a surfare qJ1l 

of order n; on this smface some obsel'va.tions follow. 

~ 2. We snppose the surface Wil to be point general. A plane 

1) F, PAseREN, Ann. d. Phys, 35, 1911, p. 863. 
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brongb't thl'ouglJ a( point Al of 1\ and tbrougb 1'2) cnts ont of W'l a 
eurve len of order n and class n (n-1), from whieh enSlles that 
the two directrices 1\, 1'2 a7'e n (n-1) folel line$ oJ the seroil -.2 
unclel' examina,tion. 

A plane through 1'1 contains the n (12-1) fold line 1'1' likewise 
tbe 12 (n-1) single generatrices through the point of intersection of 
that plane with 1'2: SO .Q is a swface of ordel' 212 (12-1). 

I.Jet SI be a }Joint of intersection of 1\ and W. The plane S11'2 now cuts 
W according to a kn, containing tbe point SI itself, from which ensues 
that two of the n (n-1) genel'atrices of .Q throllgh SI coincide with 
the tangent in SI to kn; thl'ough each of the n points SI passes 
.the7'~fo1'e a t01'sal lme of .Q, ancl the tangential plane belonging to it, 
wltich fV1' convenience' sake we slwll caU "t01'sal plane", is evidently 
tlle plane 811'2' The same hold::; of course for 1'2' 

There are however more cuspidal points on 1\. If namely we 
imagine a tangential plane thl'ough 1'2 to w, then it will intersect fii 

in a kn with a node in the point of contact; the line conneeting this 
point of contad with - the point of intersection Cl of tbe indicated 
tangential plane anel 1\ cOlmts fol' two coincieling genel'atrice,s of Q 

through Cl and is thus likewise a torsal line; so the points Cl 
flre also cuspid,d pohûs of Q. Their number is eql1al to the class 
of CP, thus ]~ (n-1Y, anel the cOl'l'esponding tOl'sal plan es ure tbe 
plan es C11'2' The same holds of course fol' 1'2' 

Other cllspidal points on 1\ or 1'2 are not posöible. For, iffol' a point 
Al of 1'1 two tangents to the clll've lel! Iying in the plane Al r'2 are to 
coincide, then this is only possible eithcr in ane of t.he mallneJ'S 
described just noV\' or becanse all inflectional tangent' Ol' a double 
tangent of k'l passes tbl'ough AI' These last cases appeal' in reaJity 
(comp. §§ 4, 6), howevel', they evidently do not lead to tOl'sal lines, 
but to euspielal edges anel nodal genel'atrices. Th,e complete nwnbel' 
of cus[Jidal lJoints on 1\ (01' 1'2) amounts thel'ef01'e fo 

n + n (n-1)2 = n (122-2n+2). 

§ 3. As ea~li genel'atl'ix of .Q is a tangent of W the scroIl .Q and 
fhe slll'face W will touch each otbel' along a, ceriain "('urve, whilst 
bath surfaces will possess in general a proper curve of interseetion 
besides; t'or, of the n points of intersection of a genel'atl'ix of .Q 

with woni.)' two (coineiding' ones) belol1g to the curve of contact, 
tha remaining n - 2 to the curve of interseetion. 

Tbe order of the curve of contact we ean find in tbe following 
way. A plalle thl'ougb r2 aud tt point Al of 1\ interseets w in a 
cur\'e k ', and the points of contact of the tangents drawn out of 
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Al to this curve, are !lie points of intel'scction of 1,;'1 w ith the fit'st 
polar curve p/l-l of AI with respect LO lcll

, The loens of all these 
Cl!l'VeS Pl'l-l is a surf't1,ce, which for convenienee' sake we shall eall 
"fh'st polar surface of r l with respect to cp and 1'/'; the infersection 
of this sUl'face alld cp is the curve of contact to be found. 

It is easy to. see that the fit'st polal' sUl'face of 7\ with respect to 
cfJ alld r. is of _ order n alld contains the line 1', as single line. A 
plane through rz namely contains the fit'st polal' cUl've pt'I-I of the 
pOiIlt of intersection AI of thai plane 'with 7\; if now the plane 
rotates round 1'" then the points of intersection of Pin-I and 7'~ wiJl 
tmvel in 'geneml along the line 1'2' from which ensues that 1'2 itself 
lies on the polar sUl'face to be found; 80 the question is only how 
many different polar curves ]11 11- 1 pass through an arbitrary point 
of 1'2' We choose as tliis point one of the points of intel'section S2 
of 1'2 and cp, lf (he first polm' curve PI Il- 1 of a ce1'iain point AI of 
1'1 is to pass thl'ough S2' then one of the tangenis drawn in the plane 
A1 1'2 to the curve kil lying in tIw.t plane must have Hs point of 
contact in S~, and it must thel'efore touch the snrface cfJ in S2' Now 
the tangential pln,ne in S2· to cf) intel'secis the line 1'1 only in one 
point; so only one ClU've PI,I-l passes through S2' and so also tll1'ough 

.an arbitl'ary othel'. point of 1'2' 

Eacll plane Al1'2 contains thus of the s1l1'face to be found a curve 
• ])111- 1 and ihe single line 1'2; t!te sltl'face is thus of order n. We 
shal! indicttte it by the symbol IIIII. It intet'sects cp in a cnrve of 
Ol'rler n\ and tAis is the l'eqw:l'ed curve of c011tact CII2 o} .Q and 
rIJ. Also )'2 possesses of coul'se a fil'st polat' surface, II/, but now 
with respect to cp and )\; it intersects cp accol'ding to the same 
cUl've C'12, It is clel:u that cn2 contains the n points uf intel'seetion 
Slof 1\ and l[J as weU as the n points of intersection S2 of 1'2 and 
lP; the torsallines thJ'Ollg'h these points touch here C"~, becallse they 
touch rp as wel! as Hl and II2' In a point SI namely the tOl'salline 
touches a curve k\ thus cfJ, and a curve p/l-l, thus Hl> and therefol'e 
al80 the sectio)} C,,2 of these two surfaces. 

We control these reslllts analytically. Let 1\ coincide with the 
edge AaA4 (,VI = il]2 = 0), and 1'2 with the edge AIA2 ( . .va = iV4 = 0) of 
the fum.hWlental tetmhedron, tl,nd let (p be tl, homogeneous polynomium 
of order n in XI"" iV4 ' and let cp -' 0 be the eqnation of the 
sUl'face CP. 

For a plane throngh r 2 = A1A2 t11e two homogeneous coordinates 
61 and are zero, so tIJe equation runs: 
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if th is plane is to pass through a point (X'SI .v'4) of Aa A4' then we 
iind 

6a'V' a + 64X ' ( = 0, 
80 that finally tbe e<]uation of this plane runs: 

11:'4 X 8 - IU'3,V4 = O. 

lf we now take of the point (,V'3' X'4) the first polar sUl'face 
, alP , alP I 

IU s -a +x 4 -a =0 
{Va c'V 4 

with respect to lP, then the section of tbis surface with the plane 
,V'4,Va - x'a,v4 = 0 
the 8urface n l ", 

equa,liolls; so the 

I 

is the polal' curve Pl n- 1 ; the locus of these, henee 
we find by elimination of ,V'8 and X'4 out of both 
equation runs: 

alP atP 
Hl = ,v s a- + .v4 a- = 0, 

,v s 'V 4 

l'eally a surface of order n containing the line T 2 (xa = 'V 4 = 0) as a 
single line. 

The equation of lP ean be written in the form 
4 alP • 

:2 Xi -a - = 0; 
i=l ,vi 

so the cool'dinates of the points of intersection with TI (XI = ,v2 = 0). 
satis(y 

i.e. the equation of III' 
In the case of the l'ight sphere ronoid one of the t wo polar snrfaces 

is a parabolic cylinder, the other a cylinder of re\'Ollltion, Let us 
call the dil'ector line 1\, the line at infinity of the director plane 1"00 , 

then each plane through a point AI of '\ and through 1'2:0 intel'sects 
the sphel'e accordillg to a eirC']e, so that the fil'st polal' curve of AI 
becomes a line n~rmal to the planè thl'ough 1\ and the centre of 
the sphet'e; this line as weil as 1"00 form the complete intersection of 
the considered plane with Hl' If howevel' we considet' in pal'tieular 
the plane at infinity we have to take the pol at' line of the point of 1\ 
at infinity with respect to the absolute cil'cle, which coincides 
with 1',0>; so Hl is indeed a pal'abolic cylinder whoRe genet'atrices 
are normal to the plane tlll'ollgh 1\ and the centre of tbc sphere. 
In the planes thrOllgh 1\ on the other hand we have to take the 
vertical diamet~l's of the cit'cles of intersection with tbe sphere lying 
in that plane, from which ensues immediately that n2 becomes a 
qundl'atic cylinder with vez,ticttl genezoatl'ices. The points ofinlersection 
of 1'20: with the sphel'e a.l'e isotl'opic points; the circle lying in the 
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plane through slicb a point and 7\ passes itself lhl'ongh that point 
and touches here the absolute ciI'cle, so that the polal' 1il1e of that 
point becornes a tangent 10 the absolute cil'cle; so tlle cylinder touches 
Lhe absolule circle twice :llld is therefore a cylinder of rotalion. The 
sphel'e alld these two cylinde1's intE'l'sect each ofher according to a 
twistec1 CUl've of order 4 and the 1 st species, containing among otl1e1's 
the isotropic points of intersection of r2", vi'ith the sphere; on {he 
plane through 7.\ anel the centre of the sphere it pl'ojects itself as a 
parabola, on a l~orizontal plane as a circle. 

§ 4. We again imagine a point At of 1'1' then a plane Atl'z, and 
{he sertion with "1 lying in Ihis pJane. and consisting of the CUl've 
Pl,,·-l and the line 7·~. We take this system as a curve of order n 
anel we determine the first polar c,ur\'e q/I-l for the po Ie AI, which 
is of order 12-1, anel contains fhe 7~-1 points of intersection of 
2)1,,-1 and 1'2' but moreover the points of contact of (he (n-:l)(n-2) 
tangents which can be drawn oni of Al to 171"-:' We now luok 
fol' the locns ot' the cUl'\,és q/-l and show that this is again a 
surface of order n, hav}ng 7'2 as a single ljne. The first polar sm face 
of lhe point (x'a, x'.) vi'ith respect to III = 0 has fol' equation 

, alll , aIll -

{I) 8 a- + {l' 4 a- = 0, 
al, ,'lI 4 

hence (see § 3): 
.. 

alfJ à2 lfJ à2 lfJ àlfJ à~/fJ 
{V's -a + ,V'S{/]3 -a- + (a;'s,v4 + ,V'4 ,'lI a) -a a- -t. m'4 -a + ,v'4m~ -a . = 0, 

,va lU 2
3 ,Va t'lJ 4 lV 4 111 4-

a sllrfnce of order n-1 and which, cut by the plnlle x'.xs- x'a'v. = 0, 
\ 

furnishes the curve g1'1-1. The locus of tbis curve, fmmd br elimination 
of x'a nnd .1/. out of the last two equations, is therefol'e the sllrface 

ow à~/fJ à2 fj) àq-, à2 cp 
](1 = ,'lIa -à + x a

2 a-- + 2,'V a·'V. -a à + X. -à + ,'lI4~ -à - = ° j 
lUs lC 3

2 
Rls al 4 X 4 OJ 4 'J 

it is indeeel of order n and contains 7'2 (,Va = x4 = 0) as a single line, 
just as lIl' The section wilh III is Lhet'efore a curve of order n2

, of 
which 1'~ forms a pari; it is howevel' easJ' to show that r~ must be 
counted tviiee, 80 that there remains a residual sectioll of order n2

_ 2. 
The section of III and KI lies namely evidently also on the surface : 

a~ tP a2 
(1) a2 IJ) 

](1* = :v a
2 à-----;-2 + 2''U ZX4 -à à + .v. 2 à---:-;- = 0, 

'Va X a ,'lI. x. 

which bas evielently the line AIA2 as a double line. For the section 
'of I1t and Kl *, or J( and K/', the director 1', courlts donbIe ; 'thus 
it must also count double tor the section of Hl :md Kl' with which 

33 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV. 

" 
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is shown that these two surface:," have in each point of r', the same 
tangential pJane. 

alP 
The equation of lP can not only be writt€'n in the form .:Ex! ;-= 0, 

Valt 

but also in the symbolic farm i 2x! àlP 1
2

= O. Let us put in it I a,v! I 
Xl = .1'2 = 0 in oroel' to determine the n points of intel'section SI 
with 1'" then exactly the equation K l * = 0 rernains, from whieh 
follows that the n points SI lie at the same time on ](1* and therefore 
also on ](1; it is even easy to show that each of these points counts 
double among the number of points of intersection of the three 
sUI'fares lP, "1' Kt. In a plane SIr, lie namely, as intersection with 
CP, a curve kll, as iniersection with IJl the first polar curve of these, 
Pl'l-I, and these curves touch each othel' in SI' Now however the 
cm've qln-l is again the fil'st polar curve of SI with respect to the 
enrve of ol'g.er n, eonsisting of PIn-I and 1'2; SO q1n-1 touches in SI 
the two other curves. Tht> tallgential planes in SI to the three mentioned 
surfaces intersect each othel' accol'ding to the same line, namely 
t'he tOl'sal line of.Q through SI (§ 2); each of these points cOImts 
thus indeed fol' two points of intersection of the three surfaces. Now 
onlside 1', (see above) lie n (n 2 

- 2) of these points; if moreover we 
snbtract still the 2n points SI then n (n' - 4) points l'emain, Jying 
neither on 1\ nor op r,. If we suppose a plane through such a 
point Pand 1'" which is intersected in Al with rp then the curves 
R,ll, Pl ll- 1, q/l-I lying in this plane (and thel'efore also the second 
polar curve Pln-2 of Al) all pass through P, from which ensues that 
P is for k71 an inflectional point and thel'efore AlP one of the two 
principal tangents (osculating tangents) of lP in P. With this we 
have shown, th at in the con.qruence of the p1'incipal tangents of the 
.qeneml sUl'face of the nih order 11, (n' - 4) of these lines 1'est on two 
al'bitro1'y lines, or in other wOl'ds, that the p1'incipal tangents intersecting 
on Ill'bitJ'I11'y line farm a scroll of order n (n2 

- 4).' . 
Through an al'bitral'Y point of space pass n (n-1) (n-2) of Ihose 

lines 1); fol' we have but to take the points of intersectlon of the 
surface itself with the first and the second polar surface of the chosen 
point; the sUl'face just found has thus the right line on which all 
flenel'atrices rest, (~s rtn n (n-i) (n-2)-fold line. 

A plane through this line contains, besides the n (n-1) (n-2)·fold line, 
a curve of intersection of order n (n2-4) -n (n-1; (n-2) = 3n(n-2), 

1) CREMONA-CURTZE: "Gl'und7.üge einel' allgemeinen Theorie der Obel'fl:ichen", 
p. 64, or SALMON-Fn:DLER: "Anal. Geom. des Raumes", Il. TheiI, S. 24. 
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of which it is ea::.y to sh0w that iL consLbts of 3n (n-2) lInes; for, 
through an al'bitl'ary point of this section a pl'inClpal tangent of the 
surface must pass resting on the multiple Ilfle, therefo1'e lYIng entirely 
in the plane. Tbe 3n (n-2) !ines are eVldently the inflectional tangents 
of the section of tbe p1ane under conslderation with the sUlface of 
order n. 

An ordinal'y point of contact of a genetah'ix of .Q with (p is a 
single point of the curve of contact c,' (§ 3), in each of the n (n 2

_ *) 
points P just now found, howevel', the generatt'jx AlP ha:; wlth 1) 

a th ree point contact, with III a two point one, and thel'efo1'e 
also with C·,2 a two pomt one; so the1'e aTe n (n'-4) genemtl'ices of 
P- touc1dng C,,2, 

§ 5. A generatrix of SJ touches CP, and has thus, besides the 
point of contact, still (n-2) points in common with tbis surface; in a 
plane All'. lie therefore n (11.-1) (n-2) such points, namelyon each 
of the n(n-1) generatrices in this plane every time n-2. All these 
points Iie on a curve of order (n-1) (n-2), the satellite curve of 
the first pobr Cllrye Pl'l-l of Al with respect to !cll. If the plane 
revolves around 'r2 , the satellite curve will generate a surface which 
we shall eall "the satellite sUl-t'ace" of '\ with respect to cP and r2 , 

and which will evidently cut out of q) tbe residllal intersection of 
S~ with 1), 

The intel'sectioll of the satellite sllrfa.ce 2 1 with a plane AI1'2 ronsists 
of a satellite curve slof order (n - 1) (n - 2), and of the line 1',; 

the question is how many different satellile curves pass through an 
arbitrary point of 1'2' In order to answer this question we shall 
consider again in pal'ticular a poillt of intersection 82 of J'2 and cJ), 

If the curve 81 lying in a plane All'~ is to pass throllgh 82 , then 
A 1S2 must be a tangent to cP without the point of contact coinciding 
with 82 , Now the plane 1\8, cuts cP in a curve of order n 
containing the point 8, itself and to which n (n-1) - 2 tangents 
ean be drawn out of 8" not touching in 8, itself; in the planes 
through these tangents and f 2 the curves 8 1 will pass through 8" 
So we find fOl' the satellite surface .~\ a slwface of 01'de1' 
(n-l) (n-2) + n (n-l) - 2 = 2n (n-2), with an In (n-1- 21-fold 
linf.' 1'2' Tlw satellite curve of cll', the intersection of f/J and 2 1 , is 
thus a cw've of orde)' 2 n~ (n-2), with In (n-1) - 2J-folrJ, points in 
the n points of intersection 8: of f{l and f,. 

Now - however it is cleal', that just as there is only one curve of 
contact C'12, immaterial whether we start from the polar sUl'face of 
7'1 or of r" there is also only one sate1lite curve; fol' the curve of 

33l1-
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contact is simply the locus of the points of contact of the gen~ratl'ices 
of S~ with ifJ, and the satel1ite eurve is the locus of the points of 
intersection of the same generatrices 'Yith w. However, if we start 
from 1'2' we find as satellite surface 2 2 a sl"!.-rface of order 2n (n-2) 
with an In (n-1) - 2 (-fold line r l , from which ensues that the 
satellite curve of C'12 has alsà In (17,-1) - 2l-fold points in the n 
points of intersection 81 of r] and w. 1'his result is also easy to 
control with the aid of 2 1 ; this 2 1 namely does not contain the 
line 7\, but it does the points 811 and it has in these points a 
contact witb lP of higher order, anel inversely 2 2 does not contitÏn 
the line 1':, but it does the points 82 , anel it has likewise in these 
points a contact of higher order with CP. 

Let us imagine a point 81 and the 'section k~ of the plane 81r 2 

with tIJ. The point 81 lies on Ic"; so through 81 pass, besideR the 
tangent in 81 Hself, n (n-1) - 2 tangellts more, from wbich enSlles 
that the sateIIite cun-e RI of 81 has in tbis point with kn an In(n-1)-21-
pointed contact. If we allow the plane under consideraLion to revolve 
a little about r 2 in one sense as well as in the other, then 81'passes 
into a point AI; the tangent in 81 itself passes in one case into two 
different rea I on es, in the other into two conjugate complex ones; on 
the l'eality, however, of the other tangents the slight diffel'ence in 
position of tbe plane wi11 have no influence, and so we see by 
direct observation that throllgh 81 pass n (n- 1) - 2 branches of the 
saiellite curve of c"'. 80 the points 8 j must lie also on 211 ; the 
remaining poillts of 7\ 11OWeVel' he in general not on it, because tbe 
satellite curve .~I of an arbitrary point AI does in general not pass 
through AI itself; so the points 81 must tims be either singular points 
of 1)11 or ]JI and ifJ must have in those points a contact of higher 
order. If 81 were a singula~' point, tIJus a multiple point with a tangen
tial ('one of order n (n-1) - 2, theh each plane through this point 
would luwe to cut 1]1 arcording to a curve with an In(n-J )-21-fold 
point in 81 ; we saw, however .iust now that the plane 81Tz cuts 
1 he surface 1)1 according to a curve, w hich has in 81 an ordinal'y 
point, but with len an In \1~-1) -- 21-pointed contact; sa 8 1 is also 
an ordinary poillt of '1::1 , bnt an In (n-1) - 21-fold point for the 
intel'section with w. 

We control the preceding resnIts in the folluwing way. The eomplete 
intersection of .Q and w is a CUl've of order 2n2(n-1); it consists 
of the cllrve of contact C,,2, counted double, and of the satellite curve; 
and 2n2 + 2n2 (n-2) really furnishes 2n2 (n---1). , 

~ 6. ,The snrface Sl contains in gener al a certain number of 
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double generatrices, i. e. double tangents of lP, cutting 1\ and 1'2; 

we determine their number by determining the order of the seroll 
formed by all the double .tangents 'of q, wLich .intersert r l • A plane 
through 1\ cuts cp in a k' and this posses§les ~ n(12-2) (n~-9) double 
tangents, and thl'ough au arbitral'y point of r l pass ~ n(n-1)(n-2)(n-3) 
double tangents i 1) the surface to be fouud is therefore of order 
~ n(n--2) (n=-9) + !! n (n-l) (12-2) (12-3) = (n+1) (12) (n-2) (12-3), 
and it has 1'1 as all ~ n(n-1) (n- 2) (12-3)-fold Jine. l'he 12urnber of 
double generatrices oj .Q is equal to the nwnbe1' of points of intel'
section of tltis sUljace with 1'~, so equal to (12+1) (12) (12-2) (12-3). 

\Vith the aid of the points of contact of the double generatrices 
with CP, likewise of the n (n~ - 4) poiIlts found in § 4: on pl'inripal 
tangents of r/l, we can now entit'ely survey the mutual position of 
the four surfaces .9, CP, Hl' 1;1' likewise of t11ei1' intersections. We 
fix our atteution in pal'ticulal' on the curve of contact c"~ and the 
corresponding satellite CUl've. According to § 4 there are 11. (n' - 4) 
generatrices of .Q touchillg c 2; if P is one of the points of contact, 
Al the point of intersectioll with 1\, then P is an inflertional point 
for the seetion k' with cp lying in the plane A11'2' AlP the corre
sponding inflectional tangent, and it COlll1ts for two of the 12 (n - 1) 
tangents whiclt can be drawn out of Allo k", so that besides the 
inflectional tangent only n (12 -1) - 2 tangents pass through 11,. 
Each of these intel'sects X:' in n - 2 points, altogether thus in 
In (n -1) - 2 I(n - 2), vl'llilst tlle complete number of points of 
intel'section of tlle satelhte curve of Pl,,-l with kil amounts to 
12 (tt-1) (n-2) i lhe missing 2 (n - 2) must Ihus be furllished by 
the inflectional tangent. Now it is easy 10 see, that by a slight 
change of Eosilion of Al the infleetional tangent would break up 
into two sepal'ale tangents i by attending iIJ this position to the 
satellite curve and then by 1'eturning to the inflectionnl tangent we 
convince oUl'selves that the satelliLe curve of P1"- 1 touches k'l in 
the n - 3 points of intersecLion of the inflectional tangent. 

Now but two points are missing and these can lie nmvhel'e else 
but in P; so the satellite curve of Pl"-l touches in P the curve kil, 
Now this satellite curve lies on the satellite sUl'face :!lp which inlo1'
sects q, accordillg 10 Lhe satellite curve of cn1 ; SO this one too must 
touch in P the line AlP, jnst as c"~, so that the n (n~ - 4) points P 
mentioned above l'epresent 211. (n 2 

- 4) points of intel'section of cn2 

with its satellite curve. 
Let us furLher considol' one of the (n+1) (n) (n-2) (u-3) double 

generatrices of !~ with the points of contact PI' P2 , and the point 

1) CREMONA-CURTZE, I. C. p. 64. SAUION-lc'IEDLER, I. C, p. 25. 
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of intersection AI with f l • In the plane AI?'2 now pass also through 
AI, besides the double tangent, only 12 (12 -1) - 2 tangents to kn, so 
that ~ow again on the line AI PI P2 must lie 2 (n - 2) points of 
intersection of kn with the satellite curve Of PIn-I. In the n - 4 
points of intersection of the double tangent with kn the satellite curve 
of 1Jln-1 will again touch kn; the missin.~ four points must be divided 
regularly among the two points of contact PI and P2 , from which 
ensues th at the satellite curve of [Jt'I-l touches tbe double generatrix 
of 9., in PI and P2' The satellite curve of cn2 will thus also haye 
tllis property; howevel' as regards cn2 itself, it passes also through 
PI and P2' but without touching the line Al Pt P 2 in t1\ese points; 
so on all the double generatrices of 9., together 1ie 2 (n+1)(n)ln-2)(n-3) 
points of intersection of c1l2 with its sateJIite curve. 

Now Cll2 and its satellite Clll'Ve have more points in common still, 
but these lie all on 1\ and r2 • The sUl'face TIl has 1', as a single line 
(§ 3), on the other hand '1]1 has 1'2 as an In(n..:....-1)-21-fo1d line, 80 

the intersection of the two breaks up into a curve and the line 1'2' the 
latter counted In (n - i) - 2 I Hmes. Th€' sudace qJ cutp. ?'z in tbe 
n points 82 ; sa these count för nl n (n -1) - 2} points of inter
sertion of the thl'ee sUl'faces qJ, TIl' lJl' and therefore for as many 
points of intel'section of C,,2 with its satellite curve. We saw further 
in § 5 that the satellite curve of cn2 , thns the intel'seetion of cp and .::F: I • 

bas in the n points Sl on Tl again In (n--1)-2j-fold points; as qJ 

eontains these points also, they connt fol' nl n (n-i)-2j points of 
intel'section of c 1/2 with its satellite curve. 

We now add the different amounts found, thus 2n (n2 - 4), 
2 (n + 1) (n) (n-2) (n-3), .2n I n(n-1) -2} together, and we find 
2n3 (n-2), just the complete numbel' of points of intersection of the 
three surfaces $, TIl' :21 of order n, 71" 2n (n-2). 

§ 7, Through a point Al of 1\ pass 11, (71,-1) tangeuts to the 
curve le'l lying in the plane A l f 2 and these intersect T z in n (n-i) 
points A 2 ; illverse1y to sueh a point A2' n (n-i) points Al COl'
l'espond, from whieh ensues that we can regal'd the surface .2 
as generated by the !ines connecting the rorresponding points of two 
series of points lying on 1\ and T" between which thel'e is a 
ln(n-i), n(n-i)l-correspondence. lf we project these two series out 
of an al'bitral'y line t, then two collocal pencils of planes arp, formed, 
between which t bere is likewise an In (n-1), n (n-1)I-eol'l'espondence; 
the 2n (n-i) coineidences are planes eacl! eontaining the line eon
necting two cOl'responding points, thus a generah'ix of 9." out of 
,yhieh f'ollows 2n (n-1) fol' the order of 9., (§ 2). 
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On each of the two bearers lie 2 n(n-1)In(n-1)-1 I = 2n(n~-2n~+1) 
branch points 1), i. e. points of whose corresponding points on the 
other bearer two coincide, which coinciding points are then called 
double points; we shall now investigate how in our case the branch 
points' put in an appearance. We consider therefore in the first place 
the n points of intel'section S1 of r 1 with CP. In the plane SlrZ lies 
a curve kn passing through SI; so through SI pass n (n-1) -2 
tangents which do not touch in SI' and two coinciding ones which do 
touch in SI; so evidently SI is a branch point on r l , and the point 
of intersection of the tors al line passing through SI with ?'~ is the 
corresponding double point. Number n. 

Through r 2 pass n (11-1)2 tangential p~anes of CP, and each of these 
cuts cP in a curve kn with a node. If the point of interser.tion 
of such a plane with 1\ is a point AI' then out of Al start 
n (n-1) -2 proper tangents to k", whilst the line connecting Al and 
the node connts for t wo coinciding olies; so AI is also a branch 
point. Number n (n-::-:1l. 

Further in ~ J we found 12 (n~-4) generatrices of .Q which are 
at the same time principal tangents of CP. If the point of contact of 
sueh a principal line with cp is Pand AI the point of intersection 
of the plane Pr2 with 1\ , then from Al start n (n-1)-2 ordinary 
tangents to kn and moreover the inflectional tangent AlP to be 
counted twice;o so Al i::; again a branch point. Number 12 (n'-J) . 
. Finally in ~ 6 we found (n+1) (n) (n-2) (n-3) double generatrices 
of .Q; it is clear, that also the points of intersection of these with 
1\ and r~ are branch points. Number (12+:1) (n) (n-2) (n-3). 

Other branch points there are none. If e. g. a point Al is to be 
a branch· point, then two of the tangents out of Al to kn must 
coincide, and that is only possible in one of the four ways desC-l'ibed 
aboye. If now the four mentioned numbers are added up we do 
not find the required eomplete number of branch points 212(n3-2n~+1); 
but only n (n 3_2n2 

- n + 4), i. e. for very great values of n only 
half; on the other hand we find the exact number, if we bl'ing the 
n(n2--4) points of the thil'd group three times into account, and the 
(n + 1) (n) (n - 2) (n - 3) of the last twice. The question is how 
to explain this. 

If we bring a plane through all al'bitrar~' pöint 0 of space and 
a generah'ix b of.2, and likewise thl'ough an adjacent genel'atl'ix 
b*, and if we then let b tend to b* to coincide with it finally, then 
at the limit the lille of intersection OBB* of the two planes passes 

1) EMIL WEYR "Beiträge zur Curvenlehre", S. 3. . ... 
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Înto an edge of the Cil'Cllmscribed cone of ,!~ hàving 0 as vertex; 
B 'becomes the point of contact of 'that edge with ~, thus a point 
of the intel'section of ~ with the first polar sUl'face of O. Let us 
imagine a point Al of 1\, IJing in the immediate vicinity of a branch 
point, then from this point among others two generatrices of ~ lying 
Yel'y close together will start; the planes through those genera
tdces anel 0 are two tangential planes of the C'Ïrcnmscl'ibed cone 
lying very close together, and (JA I is therefore a line lying -in the 
immediate ,icinity of that cone, At the tl'ansition to the limit the 
blanch point becomes, just like the point B mentioned above, a point of 
intersection of Sl, with the first polar sUl'face of 0, This inter
section, howevel', in our caso breaks up into a nnmbel' of separate 
parts. Thl'ough a double edge of .2 e. g, pass two sheets of .Q and 
passes one sheet_of the first polar smface; the double edge forms 
thus a part of the intersection of the {wo smfaces, counts however 
douhle, and it furnishes thel'efol'e in lts point of intersection with 
1\ two coinrlding branch points. Of course likewise for 1'2' 

SuchlIke cOllsiderations hold also for the 12 (n 2 
- 4) cuspidal edge& 

~of .2, Eacl) plane thl'ough 0 cuts .2 accol'ding to a curve ha ving 
cusps on lhe c~spiclfl,1 edgcs, and it is weil lmown that the' Hrst 
polm' cnr\'e of 0 wilh respect to that cUJ've contains the cusps and 
touches the cllspldal tangents, Fl'om this ensues that the fil'st polar 
surface of 0, with respect 10 P-, contains the cuspidal edges, and has 
in each point of snch an edge the tangelltial plane in commOll 
with .Q; each cnspidal edge counts thus three times fol' the 
intel'sectiol1 nnd furnishes also t hree coinciding branch points on 
1\ and 1'2' 

All bl'allCh points have been accounted fol' in this way. 

§ 8, The apparent cit'cuit of the surface .Q out of an arbitráry 
point 0 of bpace on a plane e.g, is the section of that plane with 
the projection (out of 0 as centl'e) of the intersection of ~ with the 
fil'st polar surface of O. This intersection consists ho we vel', as we 
ah'eady saw in § 7, of a uumber of separate parts. Fa!' ~ the directors 
1\ and 1'2 are n (n-i)-fold lines, for thc polar sllrface In (n-l) - 11-
fold lines j fol' the intersection of both they count n(n-1)!n(n-1)-11 
times, Each of the (n+1)(12)(12-2)(n-3) double edges comlts twice; 
each of the 12 (n 2-4) cuspidal edges' three times, and as the complete 
intel'section is of order 2n (n-1) 12n (n-1) -1j, there remains a 
proper curve of intersection of order 

2n(n-l)12n(n-l)-11- 2n(n-l)!n(n-l) -1\- 2(n + 1 \(n)(n-2)(n-3) - 3n(n2-4) = 
2n4 

- 9n3 + 10n~ + iOn - 12. _This is thus ~t the same ti,me the 
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ol'der of the pl'ojecting cone out of 0 or of tile npparent circuit 011 

a plane, or the class of a plane section of .52. 
For the class of the apparent circuit we must know the number 

of tallgents through all arbitl'al'y point P of the plane of projection. 
Now OP cuts the surface .Q in 2n (n-1) points; thl'ough each of 
these passes a generatrix, and tlle plane through these and OP is 
a tangential plane throngh OP, 80 the tl'ace of that plane is a 
tangent to the apparent circuit; the class of (he apparent circuit is 
therefore 212 (n-1). 

Let n8 bl'ing a plane thl'ough 0 and a tOl'sal lille whose cusp lies 
on 7\. It cuts 9, according to a, curve of order 2n (n-1) -1, and 
as the complete intersection, consisting of tbis curve and 7\, 
must- have n (n-1)-fold points on 7\ and 1'2) the curve itself 
has on the directol's /n (n--1) - 11-fold points. These points lie at 
the same time on the generatrix ; the on~y still missing point of 
intersection with this genel'atrix coincides with tbe cu~p, and in 
projection the apparent circuit touches in this point the tOl'sai line. 

A plane thl'ougb 0 and a double edge of .52 contains as l'esidual 
section only a curve of order 2n (n~1) -- 2 with /n (n-1) - 21-
fold points on 1\ and 7'" and wbich thus cuts the double edge in 
two points more; a plane thl'ough a double edge is therefore a double 
tangential plane and the two points just mentioned are the points 
of contact. The projection of the double edge is a double tangent 
of the apparent circuit; the points of contact are the projectious of 
the two points just mentÎoned on .52. 

In . a plane tlïrough 0 and a cuspidal edge the lattel' couuts 
likewise for two, so that here toa l'emains a residual section of 
order 2n (1}--1) - 2 with /n (11,-1) - 21-fold points on 7\ and 1'2; 

the two missing points of intersectioll with (he cuspidal-edge coincide 
here and the pl'ojection of this edge becomes an inflectional tangent 
of the apRarent circuit. 

Let us now imagine a plane thl'ongh 0 and 7\. Let S2 be the 
point Qf intel'section of this plaue wilh 7'., then to this point cOLTespond 
n (n~1) points on 7\: and tbe pl'ojection of 7\ touches the apparent 
circuit in the pl'oj!3ctions of those points; the apP~l'ent circuit llas 

. thel'efore the projeétions of 1\ and 7'2 ns n (n-1)-fold tangents. lf 
we now reduce these multiple tnl1gents to double Ol1es and if we 
then. suppose that the double tangents anel the intlectionnl tangents ~ 

just now found are the only Olles that the curve possesses, and if finally 
we l'emembel' th at tlle clnss of lhe curve is 2n (n-1-), then tbe PLÜOKER 

fOl'mula to detcl'mine tbc OI'eler becomes identical to t11e forffiula at 
the peginning o~ this pnr~gl'aphJ al1d so we find for the <?}'d~l' tl~e, 
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exact number; so we also possess the exact numbers of the double 
tangents and the illflectional ones, so that only those of the double 
points and cusps are missing. The PLÜCKER formula L - r. = 3 (v-~) 
furnishes us with Y. = t + 3 (f.L-1'); if we introduce the values, we 
find " = 6 n4 

- 26 n3 + 24 n2 + 32 n - 36. Finally the formula 
v = ~ (u-i) - 21f - 3" furnishes us with the double number of double 
points: 2ó = (l (ft-i) -- v - 3x, hence: 

2ó= (2n 4-9n3+10n2+10n--12) (2n 4-9n3+10n2+10n-13)

- 2n (11-1) - 3 (6n 4-26na+24n%+32n-36). 

Summing up we have thus found: the apparent circuit of .Q on 
an aJ'bitrar,lJ plane is a curve of order 2n4 

- 9n3 + 10n~ + iOn - 12, 
of chr;s 2n (n-l) , with a nwnber of double points = ó (see above), 
a numóe1' of cusps =" (see above), with (n+1) (n) (12-2) (n-3) 
double tangents, the projections of the double generatrices of .!2, witk 
n (n~-4) infltctional tangents, the projections of tlw wspidal ed,qes 
of ,2, and witlt two n (n-l)-folcl tangents, tlte p1'ojections of the two 

~ direct01's 1'1 ancl 1'2' 

§ 9. If ,2 is really a eonoid, i. e. if 1'~ is tlle line at intinity of 
a dh'ector plane, then as a rule the latter IS ehosen as plane of pro
jection, anel so the projection of the surf ace on R. plane through one 
of the two directors becomes of importance. In the numbel's men
tioned at the end of the preceding § no change takes place; so in 
the case of the conoiel the apparent circuit on a director plane 
possesses n (12-1) parabolic branches. It is a different thiug, howeveJ', 
if the conoid is a right one, i. e. if 1'1 is norrual to the director plane; 
if then the latter is horizontal, and if the apparent circuit of ~ is 
requil'ed for the point Z"LJ as centre, then we have to project out 
of a point of the sUl-face itself, and that one lying on the n (n-1) 
folel line 1\. lt is now immediately clear th at the apparent cÏ!'cuit is 
entirely moèI.ifieel; fol' a line through Zw cnts .s~ besides Zrt:) only 
in n (n-1) points, and only the generatrices passing through these 
points give ri8e,~ when projected out of Zw, to tangents ofthe apparent 
circuit; however, they all pass in projection through the point of 
intersection Rl of 1\ with the dil'ector plane, from which ensues that 
the pencil round Rl is dibcarded and that n (n-l) times. 

The plane through Zoo and one of the n (n-1) generatrices of ,2 

(lying entirely at infinity) is indefinite, i. e. each suchlike plane is a 
tangentiaI plane tbrough Zrt:); of the apparent circuit we have to 
discard n (n-1) pencils whose "ertiees are the points of intersection 
of the genera,trices through Zw with r2~' These peneils and those 
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round RI' {he latte!' counted n (n-l) times, form the complete apparent 
circuit, indeed a degenerated curve of class 2n (n-1). 

Fo!' the vertical projection the centre Y <Xl lies on 1'2 <Xl ; the apparent 
circuit on the vel'tieal plane consists therefore of n (n-1) pencils 
round points on the pro.ieetion of 1'1' and of a peneil whoRe vertex 
is the point at infinity on the .v-axis and whirh pencil must be 
counted n (n -1) times. 

MathematicB. - "Surfaces, twisted curves and gl'oups of points 
{(s loci oj vertice<j of certain systems of cones" by Prof. p, H. 

SCHOUTE I). Flrst paper. 

1. We considel' as given (n+2), pairs of straight lines crossing 
each other, (al> a'l), (b,b'), whel'e i assurnes sueceRsively the valnes 
1,2, ... ,~n(n+3). We represent by tal a transversalof (al, a'l), by 

tb a transversalof (b, b'). Tbe points P emitting (n + 2)2 trans

vel'sals ta , tb lying on a cone e" of order n form a surface (P) of , 
.which the order is to b~ determined. 

Bowever we remark first, that fhe 9.(n+2)2 given lines (rtl' a'l), 

(b, b') are lines of multipliciiy n on (P). Fol', the cone en with an 
a1'bitrary point P of b as vertex and the transvel'sals tal emitted by , 
th is point as edges, cuts the line b' in n points and is the1'efore to 

be counted n times among the considered system of cones C", i.e. 
on ce for each of these points of intersection. 

Moreover it is immediately evident, that eaeh point of each of 
the two curnmon transversals tl,k and t'i,l.: of the pairs (al' a'l) and 
(alcl a',.) is vertex of a cone of the system, as we find for this point 
(n+2)l-1 edges only. So these lines, 6(12+3)4 in number, are single 
lines of (P). 

2. In order to dete1'rnine the ordel' of (P) we try to find the 
number of points P satisfying the conditions of the problem lying 
on an arbitrary transversal tb, by means of a tigure lying in an 
arbitm1'ily chosen plane j( connected with our figure in spaee in the 
following way. 

We consider the transversals t(li emitted by the points P of tb 

ahd renlark that they form a regulus (tb, al, a',) of which tb, ai, a', 

1) Suggested by the last communication of Prof. JAN DE VRIES (These Proceedings, 
XIV, p. 259). 


